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	An in-depth look at how to create and use key performance indicators (KPIs), from the King of KPIs – now updated and expanded!


	By exploring measures that have transformed businesses, David Parmenter has developed a methodology that is breathtaking in its simplicity and yet profound in its impact. Now in an updated and expanded Second Edition, Key Performance Indicators is a proactive guide representing a significant shift in the way KPIs are developed and used, with an abundance of implementation tools, including:

	
		The four foundation stones that lead the development and use of KPIs
	
		A 12-step model for developing and using KPIs with guidelines
	
		A KPI resource kit including worksheets, workshop programs, and questionnaires
	
		A new and pragmatic approach to finding critical success factors
	
		Over 300 performance measures
	
		Implementation variations for small to medium enterprises and not-for-profit organizations
	
		New implementation short cuts
	
		How to brainstorm performance measures
	
		Templates for reporting performance measures
	
		A resource kit for a consultant who is acting as a coach / facilitator to the in-house project team



	Now including a discussion of critical success factors, as well as new chapters that focus on implementations issues and 'how to sections' on finding your CSFs and brainstorming the performance measures that report progress within the CSFs, Key Performance Indicators, Second Edition will help you identify and track your organization's KPIs to ensure continued and increased success.
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Stock Market RulesMcGraw-Hill, 2004
Everything you need to know to understand and profit from the unwritten rules of Wall Street
	Investors have long relied on unofficial rules--"Buy on the rumor, sell on the news," for example--to help with their decision-making. Stock Market Rules, Third Edition, analyzes fifty of these maxims to tell you which...
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Learning Java Through Applications: A Graphical Approach (Programming Series)Charles River, 2005
Learning Java Through Applications emphasizes Java’s graphical capabilities and the ability to create graphical user interfaces. The book uses 15 complete Java programs in order of increasing complexity, including geometric patterns, games, puzzles, number theory problems, and cryptography, to teach students the Java programming language and...
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Learn JavaFX 8: Building User Experience and Interfaces with Java 8Apress, 2015

	Learn JavaFX 8 shows you how to start developing rich-client desktop applications using your Java skills and provides comprehensive coverage of JavaFX 8's features. Each chapter starts with an introduction to the topic at hand, followed by a step-by-step discussion of the topic with small snippets of code. The...
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Applied Microsoft Analysis Services 2005: And Microsoft Business Intelligence PlatformPrologika Press, 2005
Knowledge is power! As its name suggests, the promise of Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services 2005 is to promote better data analytics by giving information workers the right tool to analyze consistent, timely, and reliable data. Empowered with Analysis Services and Microsoft Business Intelligence Platform, you are well positioned to solve the...
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Pharmaceutical Manufacturing Handbook: Regulations and Quality (Pharmaceutical Development Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
Everything you need to ensure full compliance and superior quality control
    With its coverage of Food and Drug Administration regulations, international regulations, good manufacturing practices, and process analytical technology, this handbook offers complete coverage of the regulations and quality control issues that...
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Pro Wicket (Expert's Voice in Java)Apress, 2006

 I'm glad we're having our first real Wicket book available now...It is more than just a how-to guide; Karthik goes through the effort of explaining alternatives and explains how things are done by Wicket instead of merely giving you the steps...
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